


These fi nely detailed Desire Alarm clocks have hand 
polished steel cases, bevelled mineral glass lenses 
and a jewel like quality that comes from the exquisite 
attention to detail. The simple graphics 
of the dial are illuminated at night by a light 
that comes on only when the clock is picked 
up or tilted slightly backwards, so there are 
no annoying lights to disturb the guest at 
night. They also have a 100% silent sweep 
action movement so there won’t be any 
ticking either. The Desire series is now brand 
standard to some of the world’s best hoteliers 
and comes in chrome, rose and yellow gold and black.

 
Introduction

Oliver Hemming is a British Designer who is making a 
reputation for himself by producing the very best alarm clocks 
and combining them with fi rst class audio and he recently 
won the prestigious GOOD DESIGN® Award for his Songbird 
speaker alarm clock collection. 

The GOOD DESIGN® Awards are the world’s most 
prestigious and oldest Design Awards program and are 
organized annually by The Chicago Athenaeum Museum 
of Architecture and Design. Founded in Chicago in 1950 by 
architects Eero Saarinen, Charles and Ray Eames and Edgar 
Kaufman. These awards recognise the good and great in all 
fi elds of design.

Songbird is now the Bluetooth speaker alarm clock of choice 
for many of the world’s best Hotels. 

Songbird wins a 
GOOD DESIGN® Award. 

Made in 2 formats, Uptown and 
Downtown and 3 colourways, the 
Songbird is a Bluetooth speaker 
with an analogue alarm clock. It 
delivers a beautifully refi ned tone 
with impeccable good looks and is 
very easy to use.

Songbird 

Desire 



The Robin is a stylish well priced Bluetooth speaker alarm clock for mid-range Hotels. Specifi cally 
designed for hospitality, it has series of features that make it the outstanding product in its class. 
With good looks and world class engineering the Robin has simple intuitive controls, a refi ned audio 
tone and a very competitive price point. 

100% designed for hospitality the Robin has a patented one-time alarm function, so when the alarm 
is set and then rings, the Robin’s alarm will automatically put itself into the off  mode, meaning that it 
will not ring again until it is reset. This feature as well as its easy bluetooth connection and twin USB 
charging points will surely make it a winner with many hoteliers. 

With a power cable that doubles up as a security tether it wont go walking and a secret volume 
limiter enables the hotel to limit its output in noise sensitive rooms. The Robin’s features show that 
Oliver has carefully included the features that the industry needs when designing this new product.

The Robin

A New Patented Design



Key Features

1. Oliver Hemming Flagship Product

2. An exceptional Luxury Award-Winning Design by Oliver Hemming

3. 3 colourways and 2 formats, uptown and downtown

4. The Bluetooth V4.1 system reproduces CD sound quality 
 
5. 16 watts of distortion free sound to suit all music tastes 

6. The 100% silent clock sweep motion clock movement

7. Beautifully crafted real wood veneer finish

8. Stainless steel grille and crystal glass lens

9. 2 Year Warranty

10. Night light and snooze function

11. 2 powerful 10W USB phone charging ports

12. 3 step ascending alarm

13. Simple and intuitive controls

14. Security tether option available

15. Compatible with all phones and tablets

SongBird
An award-winning luxury Hi-Fidelity Bluetooth speaker with an analogue alarm clock. 
Designed especially for the 5 star hospitality market, It delivers a beautifully refi ned tone with impeccable good 
looks and is very easy to use. The simple intuitive controls making it the perfect accessory for every hotel room.



DB5B85W
Satin Black with black grille and Futura clock dial

review
“Finally! An analogue alarm clock with a decent quality bluetooth audio function”

SongBird - Uptown Black
The ultimate hi-fi delity bluetooth alarm clock in classic Hi Fi black on black - 
Silent sweep motion alarm clock and 2 USB charging points on all models

UB5B85W
Satin Black with black grille and 
Futura clock dial

Downtown
Graphite black stainless steel grille



DE4S5W
Ebony veneer with stainless steel 
grille and Acens clock dial

SongBird - Uptown Ebony
This upright style is perfect for smaller bedside spaces 

UE4S5W
Ebony veneer with stainless 
steel grille and Acens clock dial

Downtown
Hand selected ebony veneers and a brushed stainless 

steel grille give extra character and maturity to this model

review
“Beautifully engineered and incredibly easy to use

The SongBird is a very classy product”

“A simple elegant solutionp g
Exquisitely detailed”



DW5S2W
Satin white with stainless steel 
grille and Linear clock dial

review
“its so cool!”

SongBird - Uptown White
Silent sweep motion alarm and 2 USB charging points on all models

UW5S2W
Satin white with stainless steel 
grille and Linear clock dial

Downtown



Audio
Power output 16W

76mm full range driver
SNR Signal to noise ratio ≥ 95db
110V / 220V external transformer
DSP enhanced bass technology

Frequency response: 60Hz -20,000Hz
Stainless steel facia grille, MDF cabinet

Digital amplifi er with  ≤ 0.1% distortion
Bluetooth v4.1 with a range of 10M

Sockets
2 x 5V / 2 amp USB connection for high power charging only

 3.5mm auxiliary audio input

Controls
Power
Volume + -
Pause / Play
Night lIght
Snooze
Alarm set
Time setting

Specifications 

Size 
(w x h x d)
Uptown 105 x 195 x 120mm 
Downtown 195 x 105 x 120mm
Weight  1.4kg  or 3Lbs

Aud

Alarm Clock
Silent sweep action movement 
3 step ascending alarm tone
Snooze function
Night light, push button activation
AA battery



SongBird - Security Options
If you think you need extra security to prevent the removal of the Songbird, we can provide a 
cable solution like this.



Robin 

Key Features
1. Beautiful and stylish design by Oliver Hemming

2. Competitive Price suitable for 3-4 star Hotels

3. High quality durable construction

4. Simple intuitive controls, Bluetooth V4.2 connection

5. 2 year warranty

6. A patented one-time alarm function

7. 10W usb A and C points for charging

8. 5 watts music power with passive bass driver for a well balanced tone

9. Analogue alarm clock, with a 3 step ascending alarm and 

10. 100% Silent sweep action movement

11. A night light with luminous button, so no big led lights are on at night time 

12. Tough ABS body with a crystal glass lens and a stainless steel grille

13. A power cable that can be used as a security tether 

14. Volume limiting option that can limit it to 70% of its maximum

15. Rechargeable battery that will power the clock when the room power is off

The Robin is a stylish, well priced and patented bluetooth speaker alarm clock for mid-range 3-4 Star Hotels.

Specifi cally designed for Hospitality, it has series of features that make it the outstanding product in its class. 
With good looks and world class engineering the Robin has simple intuitive controls and a refi ned audio tone.

RS4S5W - ROBIN IN SILVER

A Mid-Range Hospitality Bluetooth Speaker Alarm Clock

100% Designed for Hospitality



Robin

  self adhesive cable grip or a 
screw fi xer can act as a security 
tether to help prevent the Robin 

from being  stolen

RS4S5W - ROBIN IN SILVER



Audio
Power output 5W

70mm full range driver
Passive Bass Driver

SNR Signal to noise ratio ≥ 95db
110V / 220V external transformer
DSP enhanced bass technology

Frequency response: 60Hz -18,000Hz
Stainless steel facia grille

Digital amplifi er with  ≤ 0.1% distortion
Bluetooth v4.2 with a range of 10M

Re-chargable lithium battery

Sockets
2 x 5V/2amp USB A and C connection for high power charging only

Controls
Power
Volume + -
Pause / Play
Night lIght
Snooze
Alarm set
Time setting

Specifications 

Size 
(w x h x d)
180 x 55 x 90mm or 7” x 2.1/4” x 3.1/2”

Weight  1.2kg or 2.6Lbs

Alarm Clock
Silent sweep action movement 
3 step ascending alarm tone
Snooze function
Night light, push button activation
Patented one time alarm function



Robin 
Detailed Key Specifications 

1. 100% Designed for Hospitality. A patented one-time alarm  
    function. When the alarm is set and then rings, the Robin’s          

alarm will automatically put itself into the off mode, 
meaning that it will not ring again until it is reset. 

2. The Robin has both USB A & C sockets for charging with  
  a combined power of 10Watts. If both are used together   

   they share the total of 10W and provide 5W to each usb.
Single use will give 10Watts to either socket.

3. 5 Watts of music power with v4.2 Bluetooth. The Robin has 
   a studio tuned digital amplifier that creates a beautiful  
  and well balanced tone. On the rear of the unit you can  
        see the passive bass speaker that will enhance the 
           bass tones.

4. The Analogue alarm clock has a 100% Silent sweep action  
clock movement and a 3-step ascending alarm tone. A 
night light with a luminous button means that the 

guest can easily find the switch when its dark. 
The clock also has an internal re-chargeable battery 
that powers the clock when the room power is off. 

The battery does not power the speaker as the Robin is 
not designed to be portable.

5. The power cable can be used as a security tether and 
secured to the side table with a simple self adhesive   

       grip or more firmly with a screw fixed grip.

6. A volume limiter can limit the Robin to 70% of it’s maximum.



HX80S5B HX80S14WHX80S85W

HX80S2B HX80S45B
Luminous hands

HX80S2W

Desire - Chrome - The Ultimate Luxury Analogue Alarm         
80mm or 3.1/8” diameter

Your guests need the very best, and these beautifully detailed alarm clocks have been approved by the some of the world’s fi nest 
hoteliers. The hand polished chrome steel cases with bevelled mineral glass lenses have a beautiful jewel like quality and weight. The 
HX80 series have a 100% silent sweep action movement and a night light that comes on when the clock is picked up or slightly tilted. 
Powered by a single AA Battery.



HX80S5W  The classic and our most popular model



HX80R5BHX80R5W

HX80R2B HX80R2W

HX80R85W HX80R26W

Desire - Rose                                            
80mm or 3.1/8” diameter

These luxurious rose gold clocks are perfect for the world’s most stylish hotels. Made of solid stainless steel each piece 
is hand polished by our craftsmen and have a beautiful jewel-like quality. The attention to detail is stunning, the simple 
graphics, elegant dial design and beveled mineral glass lenses make these the very best. 100% silent sweep action 
movement and a night light. Powered by a single AA Battery.



This is a new plating colour for the Desire series. Coffee is a very stylish deep sultry mix of bronze and rose gold. Like all 
the collection these are made of solid steel each piece is hand polished by our craftsmen to achieve a beautiful jewel-
like quality. The attention to detail is stunning and the coffee colour really sets off the clean sharp graphics of the dial 
face. Finished with a bevelled mineral glass lens, these really are the very best. 100% silent sweep action movement and 
a night light. Powered by a single AA Battery.

Desire - Coffee                                       
80mm or 3.1/8” diameter

HX80C5BHX80C5W

HX80C2B HX80C2W

HX80C5B

HX80C85W HX80CSTAT
Luminous hands



This fashionable new gold colour will fi t beautifully in many of the latest hotels. Made of solid stainless steel each piece is 
hand polished by our craftsmen. The attention to detail is stunning, the simple graphics, minimalist dial design and bev-
eled mineral glass lenses make these the very best. 100% silent sweep action movement and a night light. 
Powered by a single AA Battery.

Desire - Gold                                              
80mm or 3.1/8” diameter

HX80G5BHX80G5W

HX80G2B HX80G2W

HX80G85W HX80GSTAT
Luminous hands



Elegant and tactile, these black anodised aluminium bodied alarm clocks are beautifully detailed and have our 100% 
silent sweep action movement that guarantees a tick-tock free night! A neat night light comes on when the clock is 
picked up or slightly tilted. Also available with luminous hands. Powered by a single AA Battery.

Desire - Black                             
80mm or 3.1/8” diameter

HX80B5BHX80B5W

HX80B2B HX80B2W

HX80B85W HX80B45B
Luminous hands



1.  Size: 80mm or 3.1/8” diameter

2. An ideal size

3. Beautiful and stylish design

4. High quality durable construction
 
5. bevelled mineral glass lens

6. Solid steel body

7. 3 Step ascending alarm tone

8. The 100% silent clock movement

9. Night light

10. Simple and intuitive controls

11. AA battery will last 18 months

12.  2 year warranty

13. Multiple dial face choices

14. Multiple case colours              

Desire - Specifications & Features

           

HX80S5W




